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I. INTRODUCTION
The need for data communications existed even before the invention of
computers. The concept of computer networks has evolved from the growing
demand for remote computing features, some of which are:
• data exchange between systems,
• sharing expensive resources,
• ability to access devices remotely,
• backup facilities for real-time applications. [Ref. 1]
Computer networks can be classified into different categories based on
how the data are processed and transmitted through the network {data transfer
technique), how far the devices are physically separated [geographical
coverage), or how the communicating devices are connected {topology). [Ref.
2]
Physical separation of the devices defines three types of networks:
• Wide Area Network (WAN):
Devices are distributed over a wide geographical area, physical
separation is usually more than 10km (i.e., countrywide or worldwide)
[Ref. 3: p.6].
• Metropolitan Area Network (MAN):
Devices are distributed over a metropolitan area, within a diameter of up
to 50km (i.e., citywide) [Ref. 4: p.2].
• Local Area Network (LAN):
Devices are distributed over a localized area, physical separation is less
than 1km (i.e., within a single building or a group of localized buildings)
[Ref. 3: p.6].
Among the above categories LANs play a key role, for in many cases they
are the nodes of a WAN. "LANs are particularly important in that it is a LAN
that will be connected to many workstations as the first stage in a larger
distributed networking and computing environment." [Ref. 4 : p.1]
There are three common topologies used for LANs : Bus/tree, star, and
ring. Each has strengths and weaknesses. Some of the benefits ring topology
has over others are:
• minimized transmission errors,
.
• longer distance coverage,
• ability to accommodate high speed optical fiber links,
• simpler electronics and maintenance,
• automatic acknowledgement ability,
• better throughput with least sensitivity to work load. [Ref. 5: pp.349-367]
Although there have been a number of medium access control (MAC)
techniques proposed for ring topology, the Token Ring access method has
become the most popular one and it Is the one which has been selected for
standardization by IEEE 802 Local Network Standards Committee [Ref. 5:
p.355].
A. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
In order for data communications to take place, a set of requirements has
to be fulfilled. Along with the apparent need for the intelligent devices, referred
to as data terminal equipment (DTE), there must exist some sort of media
through which the signals can propagate to and from the devices.
Transmission through the media is subject to errors, and they should be
detected and corrective actions taken. The messages must be broken down
into appropriate units that can be processed and transmitted as signals, and
the received signals have to be reconstructed into the original form of the
messages. All of these requirements lead to a key requirement; there must be
a common "language" which the DTEs use for communication. This common
language, a set of complex rules or algorithms which have to be followed for
a successful communication, is known as a communication protocol [Ref.6:
p.2]. The essence of protocols is to ensure that pieces of the system work as
a harmonious whole [Ref. 7: p.46].
Considering the complexity of networks and the variety of components
produced by different vendors, the importance of correct, clear and
unambiguous protocols is obvious. Protocol specification and analysis
techniques have been a major research subject and are likely to stay that way
for some time.[Ref. 7: p.51]
However, improvements in modeling and specification techniques alone
are not sufficient to overcome problems with the heterogeneity of
communications products. There is also a need for a mechanism to ensure that
equipment from different vendors will communicate without a requirement for
major protocol conversion means. This mechanism is the "standard."
Although standards tend to slow down technological advance, the advantages
they provide have led the communications and computer communities to
welcome them. Today almost all areas of communications technology are
governed by standards. [Ref. 5: pp. 12-14]
An understanding of the importance of protocols in computer networks has
urged the author to study the formal protocol specification techniques. The
purpose of this thesis is to work on a recently written protocol standard, the
"ANSI/IEEE Standard 802.5, Token Ring Access Method and Physical Layer
Specifications," and determine whether there are any ambiguities or problems,
and if so whether they can be clarified and solved.
B. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS
This chapter serves as an introduction.
Chapter II, Background: provides an overview of protocol specification and
analysis techniques including an emphasis on Communicating Finite State
Machines and Extended Finite State Machines. A general functional
description of Token Ring is also given.
Chapter III, A Review of the IEEE Standard 802.5 : discusses the ANSI/IEEE
Standard 802.5-1985 Token Ring Access Method and Physical Layer
Specifications.
Chapter IV, Problems and Ambiguities: points out the problems and
ambiguities wiiich were found in the standard.
Chapter V, Suggested Solutions: provides suggested solutions for the
identified problems.
Chapter VI, Conclusions and Recommendations: summarizes the
conclusions reached by this study along with suggestions for further work.
II. AN OVERVIEW OF PROTOCOL MODELING AND THE TOKEN RING
NETWORK
A. METHODS CURRENTLY USED IN PROTOCOL MODELING
There have been numerous studies on formal modeling of protocols.
Rudin [Ref. 7] provides a discussion on the importance of formal modeling.
The methods for modeling protocols can be categorized into one of the
following:
• Communicating Finite State Machines (CFSM),
• Extended Finite State Machines (EFSM)
• Programming Languages,
The following sections review the commonly used methods with an
emphasis on the CFSM method, as it appears to be the basis for other
techniques.
1. Communicating Finite State Machines
The CFSM models have the advantage of ease of analysis. The
correctness of the protocol can be easily analyzed by reachability analysis.
Protocols specified by CFSM models are also simple and easy to understand.
In CFSM model, each process is specified as a finite state machine.
The protocol system is a set of machines: M = [m,. aHj, mj,...,,/??^] . Between
each pair of machines is a first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue in each direction,
which represents the communication channel. A machine is specified as a set
of states, a set of transitions, and a mapping between the states and
transitions. The transitions include a send-transition. a receive-transition, and
an internal-transition. A send-transition places the message at the end of an
outgoing queue: the receive-transition takes the message from the front of an
Incoming queue: internal-transitions are those transitions upon which the
machine does not change the contents of any queue. In order for a transition
to take place, certain conditions must hold. For example, for a
receive-transition the message to be received should be present at the head
of the incoming queue.
The protocol is defined with a diagram, often called state-transition
diagram (or simply, state diagram). The states are given names or numbers,
and are usually shown as circles. The possible transitions between states are
indicated by pointed arcs with the transition stated alongside the arc [ Ref. 3:
p. 118 ]. In the simplest form, the transitions are abbreviated and signed ( a "-"
indicating a send-transition, and a " + " indicating a receive-transition).
a. An Example Specification
As an example, the simple flow control method known as "stop and
wait" protocol can be defined using a CFSM model.
The stop and wait protocol works as follows. There are two
"machines:" the sender, and the receiver. Initially they are in a "ready" state.
When the sender has a data frame to send, it transmits the frame and moves
to a second state where it waits an acknowledgment from the receiver. The
receiver next receives the frame and moves to a second state, from there
sends an acknowledgment and returns to its initial state. The sender in turn,
receives the acknowledgment and returns to its initial state.
The CFSM model of this scheme would be defined as a protocol
machine PM = (S,M,I,T,C), where,
S = sets of states of machines ={Si,S2}
Si = states of m^ = {0,1}
$2 = states of /7?2 = {0, 1}
M = sets of messages =={/V/i2,/V^2i}
/Wi2 = messages that can be sent from m^ to m2 = {D}
/W21 = messages that can be sent from m2 to m^ = {A}
I
= set of initial states of machines ={I]J2}
/^ = initial state of m^ =
I2 = initial state of ^2 =
T = partial transition function





X e M^j] U {+y I y e My,} i,j = 1,2
and,
—X = sending of message x
+y = receiving of message y
for mi for m2
X -D H^1 X +D h^1
1 X +/A h-^0 ^ X -A h^O
C = communication channels = {C12, C21}
C12 = a FIFO queue connecting m^ to m2
C21 = a FIFO queue connecting ^2 to /d^
where, the contents of the queues are c,y (0^2 e M12 , C21 e M21)
[Ref. 8].
This definition is then illustrated as seen in Figure 1 on page 8,
where m, and mj are shown as finite state machines with the communication
channels in between. Note that this definition is taken in the simplest form to
provide an example, and does not deal with all the aspects of the scheme (i.e.,












D = Data Frame
A = Acknowledgment
Figure 1. State Diagram for 'Stop and Walt" Scheme
b. Reachability analysis
Reachability analysis is a common method used for analyzing the
CFSM models. In this method the analysis is done by generating all possible
global states from the initial global state. A global state is a tuple consisting
of the states of each machine and the contents of each queue in the system.
For the specification in Figure 1, this would be a 4-tuple,
<(Si,S2) ,(0i.Q2)>
where,
S] = state of m^
$2 = state of A772
Q] = contents of the queue 0^2
Q2 = contents of the queue C21
The analysis starts with the initial global state, and a reachability
graph is constructed by writing down the next possible global state(s) with an
arc showing the transition which leads to that state. Figure 2 on page 10
shows the reachability graph for the above example.
The graph is generated as follows: in our example, initially both
machines are in stateO and the queues are empty,
<(0,0) ,(E,E)>
Inspecting the FSMs, there are two transitions that may take place. The sender
may send a data frame, and the receiver may receive a data frame. Since the
queues are empty (E), the receive-transition is not possible. The only possible
transition is "-D." Thus the sender puts the data frame in 0,2 and moves to
statel.
<(1 ,0) ,(D,E)>
Again, two transitions are possible from this global state. The sender may
receive an acknowledgment, and the receiver may receive a data frame. Since
C2, is empty, the sender can not make the receive-transition. Thus, the receiver
receives the data frame (essentially by reading and removing the data from
the incoming queue), and moves to statel.
<(1 ,1 ) ,(E,E)>








Figure 2. Reachability Graph for 'Stop and Wait" Scheme
With similar reasoning, tlie only possible transition from this global state is
"-A," which takes the receiver to stateO.
<(1 .0),(E,A)>




This completes the analysis as the initial global state is reached again and the
same sequence will follow. Thus the protocol has a cyclic behavior.
When doing the reachability analysis, we are actually searching for
errors. This simple analysis shows that the defined scheme is free from certain
types of errors.
The types of errors that can be detected by the analysis are:
• Deadlock state:
This is a global state where all machines are in a receiving position ( that
Is no send transitions leaving this state are specified), and all the queues
are empty. Unless this is a predefined "final" global state, it is referred to
as a deadlock state as there is an unexpected stop in the analysis.
• Unspecified reception:
This is a state where at least one machine is in a receiving state but the
message at the head of the incoming queue is not the message to be
received.
• Non-executable transition:
This is a transition specified in the state-diagram, which may never be
executed by the protocol. This may not harm the function of the system
but is a probable design error. Such transitions are placed in the system
by the designer to take care of some combination of conditions that are
predicted to occur. After the analysis those transitions are considered in
the new design, and are either eliminated or corrections are done for
making them executable.
2. Extended Finite State IVIachines
Although simple and easy to understand, the primary disadvantage of
CFSM model is that "with no memory (other than the use of states) complex
protocols with sequences can not be modeled and analyzed without a state
explosion. "[ Ref. 9 : p. 110 ] It is, in many cases, hard to determine whether the
analysis will ever terminate. Moreover, for non-trivial protocols, it is
impractical (if not impossible) to specify the protocol using a pure CFSM
approach. Such shortfalls have led to a search for other methods. However,
the numerous advantages that CFSM has over other methods attracted most
of the studies towards methods which retain the strengths of CFSM technique
while solving the weaknesses. The result of these studies can be grouped in
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the Extended Finite State Machines (EFSM) category. Lundy and Miller [ Ret.
10 ] propose an EFSM method which is referred to as systems of
communicating machines (SCM).
The SCM model uses extended finite state machines with action tables
and variables to specify the protocols. The variables are local (accessed by
only a single machine) and shared (accessed by more than one machine). The
machines communicate via shared variables. A communication channel can
be a shared variable, or a machine which shares variables with the machines
it is connecting. This obviously allows more control over the behavior of the
channel. An example specification can be observed in Figure 3 on page 13,
where a "sliding window protocol" with window size = 2 is specified.
The analysis proposed for SCM is similar to reachability analysis, and
is referred to as "system state analysis." This analysis method provides a
significant reduction (compared to reachability analysis) in the number of
states generated by the analysis. Details can be found in [ Ref. 10 ].
Among other EFSM methods are Parallel Activity Specification Scheme
(PASS), and Extended State Transition Language (ESTL) (also called "Estelle").
In PASS, the machines in the network are modeled as extended finite
state machines with local variables. The PROLOG language is used for
describing the semantics. [Ref. 11 ]
In ESTL, the protocol is modeled as a set of modules communicating
with each other. The modules are specified as extended finite state machines
by means of an extended PASCAL language. [Ref. 12 ]
The technique used in IEEE Standard 802.5 is another example of EFSM
method. The protocol is specified by use of extended finite state machines,
tables, and descriptive text.
3. Programming Languages
Methods using programming languages are more powerful than CFSM
models in that they are very close to actual implementation. They also give the
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understand. As a result, the analysis of the protocol is more difficult. [Ref. 6 :
p.10]
Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) [Ref. 13], Language of
Temporal Ordering Specification (LOTOS) [Ref. 14], Protocol Description and
Implementation Language (PDIL) [Ref. 15] are some examples of languages
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used for protocol specification and modeling. ADA has also been suggested
for possible use as a protocol specification language [Ref. 16].
B. THE TOKEN RING NETWORK
As the name implies, the token ring network forms a closed path. Each
station is connected to two others with unidirectional links ( see Figure 4 ). A
station receives from its upstream neighbor and transmits to its downstream
neighbor. Data is transmitted as frames which contain addresses, control
fields, and delimiters along with the actual information. Data transfer is se-














Figure 4. Ring Topology
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Each station reads, regenerates (modifying if necessary), and retransmits
each passing bit. The stations perform three major functions: putting the data
on the ring, receiving data, and removing the data from the ring. The insertion
of data is controlled by a token circulating inside the ring. In order to send a
frame, a station first captures the token and modifies it to a frame format
appending necessary fields and the information which is to be transmitted.
[Ref. 5: P.344]
Since the ring is a closed loop, the frame will circulate around the ring
"forever" unless it is removed. Thus, the removal of frame is a critical issue in
ring protocols. Frames can be removed by the addressed station, or the
originating station. However, the preferred way is that frames be removed by
the originating station, thus allowing multiple stations to be addressed as well
as automatic acknowledgment. [Ref. 5: P.344]
Once a station transmits a frame, the others read the passing frame bit by
bit and retransmit to the next station. During this process, a station
recognizing its own address in the destination address field will copy the
frame while continuing to retransmit. Some of the bits may be altered for
acknowledgement, error indication, or token reservation purposes.
When a station is transmitting, it no longer repeats the incoming bits: but
checks them for certain fields. When the transmission of frames is completed,
the originating station waits for the first frame it has transmitted. Upon
recognizing the frame it has originated (by inspecting the source address), the
station releases a new "free" token in the ring.
The above explanation is very general. The next chapter will go into more
detail as specified in the standard.
15
III. A REVIEW OF THE IEEE STANDARD 802.5
The discussion, figures and tables provided in this chapter are cited from
ANSI/IEEE Standard 802.5-1985, Token Ring Access Method and Physical
Layer Specifications [Ref. 17]. The details which are irrelevant for the purposes
of this study are omitted when appropriate.
The explanations reflect the author's interpretation of the standard. In
some cases, other interpretations might be possible. The very fact that more
than one interpretation might be possible, emphasizes the need for this study.
A. SCOPE
ANSI/IEEE Standard 802.5-1985, Token Ring Access Method and Physical
Layer Specifications, is part of a family of standards for LANs. It defines a ring
utilizing token-passing as the access method. The purpose of the standard is
"compatible interconnection of data processing equipment via a local area
network." The standard accomplishes the following:
• Definition of the frame formats,
• Definition of the medium access control (MAC) protocols,
• Description of the services provided by different sublayers to one another,
• Definition of the physical (PHY) layer functions,
• Definition of station attachments to the medium.
Of the above, this study is concerned with the MAC protocols section.
Figure 5 on page 17 illustrates the sublayers, their relationship, and
corresponding layers in the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) Reference
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Figure 5. The LAN Model and Corresponding OSI Layers
B. FORMATS AND FACILITIES
The formats define basic structure of tlie transmissions on tine ring. Tine
formats and fields are transmitted starting with the left-most bit, the left-most
bit being considered most significant.
Facilities Include flags, registers, stacks, and timers. These are used for
logic comparison, timing and error recovery purposes.
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1. Formats
There are two types of frame formats which are used: token and frame.
These formats are shown in Figure 6 on page 19. Figure 7 on page 20 provides
a description of the fields. The token is the means by which "the right for
transmitting frames" is controlled. A frame is the means by which data Is
transmitted.
The Starting Delimiter (SD) and the Ending Delimiter (ED) are used to
mark the start and end of valid frames. The J and K bits are non-data bits
which are simply an exception for the encoding scheme used in the mediumi
. The SD bit sequence is fixed. With ED, the first six bits are fixed while the
other two bits serve different purposes. In a token these two bits are
transmitted as "0"s. In a frame format the I bit is used to indicate the first (or
intermediate) frame (1) or the last (or only) frame (0), and the E bit is used for
error detection. The E bit is transmitted as "0" by the originating station, any
other station which detects an error in the frame sets this bit to "1".
The Access Control (AC) field contains priority bits (PPP), a token bit
(T), a monitor bit (M), and reservation bits (RRR). When in a token, priority bits
show the priority of the frames that can be transmitted upon capturing the
token. The token bit is used to discriminate between a frame and a token. A
"0" indicates a token while a "1" indicates a frame. The monitor bit is used by
the active monitor station to prevent a frame (or a token with priority greater
than zero) from continuously circulating on the ring. The reservation bits allow
stations to request the next token be issued at the priority level needed2.
The Frame Control (FC) field defines the type of frame and some
control functions. The F bits are frame type bits where a "00" indicates a MAC
frame, and a "01" indicates a Logical Link Control (LLC) frame, the other two
combinations "10" and "11" are reserved for future use. The Z bits are control
bits used based on the type of frame.
1 The encoding type is differential Manchester coding. Details can be found in "Physical
Layer Specifications" section of the Standard.
2 A discussion of these bits is provided in section C.5 of this chapter.
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b) Frame
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FCS coverage End of
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.5 D = Starting deliiniter
F C = Frame control
S fl - Sourcs address
F C S = Frame check sequence
F S = Frame status
Figure 6. Token Ring Formats
R C = Recess control
D R ' Destination adi^ess
I N F = Information
E D = Ending delimiter
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Figure 7. Field Descriptions
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The Source Address (SA) and the Destination Address (DA) fields are
used for indicating the source and destination of the frame. These fields can
either be 16 or 48 bits in length, provided that they are of same length within
a specific LAN. The l/G bit tells whether the address is an individual (0) or a
group address (1). The l/G bit in an SA is always transmitted as a "0". A DA
consisting of all "1"s indicates a broadcast address while a DA with all "0"s
indicates a null address (frame not addressed for a particular station). For
48-bit addresses, the second bit (U/L) indicates whether the address is
administered universally (0) or locally (1).
The Information (INFO) field contains zero, one, or more octets of user
data. No maximum length is specified for the INFO field. However, the time
required for the transmission of a frame can not exceed the token holding
period specified for the station.
The Frame-Check Sequence (FCS) field is a 32-bit Cyclic Redundancy
Check based on a standard generator polynomial of degree 32.
The Frame Status (FS) field is used for acknowledgement purposes.
The A and C bits are transmitted as zeros by the originating station. The A
bits are used as "address-recognized" indicator. A station which sees its own
address in the DA field sets the A bits to "1"s. However, it may or may not
copy the frame for some reason (i.e., the buffer is full); to indicate whether the
frame is copied the C bits are used. If the frame is received (copied into buffer)
by the destination station, it sets the C bits to "1"s. The "rr" bits are reserved
for future use and are currently ignored by the repeaters.
2. Flags
Flags are used to "remember" the occurrence of particular events.
There are three flags utilized in each station.
• l_Flag:
Set upon receiving an ED with the I bit equal to zero.
• SFS_Flag:
Set upon receiving a "Start of Frame Sequence".
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• MA_Flag:
Set upon receiving an SA which is equal to the station's own address.
3. Registers
Two registers are used to store the value of priority and reservation of
the received AC field. These registers get updated each time an AC field is
received.
• Pr Register
Used for storing the priority of the most recently received AC field.
• Rr Register
Used for storing the reservation of the most recently received AC field.
4. Stacks
There are two stacks which are used to keep track of priorities and to
eventually bring the ring back to its original priority level when the priority has
been raised. When transmitting a token, the station checks the Rr and Pm
(priority of a queued PDU) to see if any of them is greater than the Pr, and if
so transmits the token with a priority of the higher of Rr or Pm. At the same
time, the station puts the value of Pr in Sr Sfac/c, and the value of the priority
of the token that was transmitted is put into Sx Stack. This will be clearer when
the priority operation is explained in section C.5 below.
5. Timers
There are seven timers used in the standard. They are listed below
with explanations of those that are relevant to this study.
• Timer, Return to Repeat (TRRp:
Used to ensure that the station returns to Repeat State after a given time
period. The default value for TRR is 2.5 ms. However, this value has to be
greater than the maximum ring latency, which is the signal propagation
delay around a maximum length ring plus the sum of all station delays.
Timer, Holding Token (THT):
3 The standard leaves the establishment of time-out values for these timers to the users
of the ring.
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Controls the maximum time period during which the station may transmit
frames after capturing a token. The station can start the transmission of
a frame only if it can be completed before the THT expires. Default value
is 10ms.
Timer, Valid Transmission (TVX)
Used by the active monitor to detect the absence of valid transmissions.
The time-out value is the sum of the time-out values of THT and TRR.
Timer, No Token (TNT)
Used by the stations to recover from token-related error situations. The
time-out value is TRR plus n times THT (where n is the maximum number
of stations on the ring).
Timer, Queue PDU (TQP)
Timer, Active Monitor (TAM)
Timer, Standby Monitor (TSM)
C. TOKEN RING PROTOCOLS
Token ring protocols define the procedures used in the MAC layer.
1. Frame Transmission
Upon request of transmission of a protocol data unit (PDU), the Medium
Access Control (MAC) unit puts the data in a frame format and enqueues it.
The station then awaits for a proper token; a token with a priority less than or
equal to the priority of the frame to be transmitted.
If a frame or a token with higher priority is circulating on the ring
before the station can get a proper token, the station reads the reservation
bits; if the value of the reservation bits is smaller than the priority of the
awaiting frame, the reservation bits are modified to indicate the request for
next token at desired priority level-otherwise the reservation bits are repeated
unchanged. When the appropriate token is received, the station changes the
token to a start of frame sequence while retransmitting, and stops repeating
the rest of the token and starts transmission of the frame.
2. Token Transmission
When the transmission of the frame(s) is completed, the station
inspects the MA_Flag to see whether its own address is returned in the SA
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field. If MA_Flag is not set, the station transmits fill (a bit sequence of either
"0"s. "1"s, or any combination of the two), until the flag is set. After the
MA_Flag is set
,
the station generates a new token and puts this on the ring.
3. Stripping the Frames
Upon transmission of the new token, the station continues transmitting
fill until the l_Flag is set; that is, the last frame (1 = 0) has returned. When the
l-flag is set the station returns to repeat mode.
4. Frame Reception
When repeating the incoming bit stream, each station checks certain
bits to see if they should only be repeated, or acted upon. If the frame-type bits
(FF) in an FC field indicates a MAC frame, the control bits (Z bits) are
interpreted by all stations on the ring.
If the DA field matches the station's own address, the station copies the
rest of the frame (the FC, DA, SA, INFO, and FS fields) into a receive buffer;
while continuing to repeat. The A and C bits in the FS field are modified as
necessary before repeating to the next station.
5. Priority Operation
The P and R bits contained in the AC field work together to ensure that
PDUs with higher priority than the current service priority of the ring are
transmitted first, and all stations holding PDUs with the same priorities have
equal rights for transmission.
When a station has priority PDU(s) ready for transmission, it modifies
the R bits in the AC field as seen in Table 1.
Table 1. RESERVING THE NEXT TOKEN
condition modify RRR to;
Pm>Rr the value of Pm
Pm<Rr -unchanged--
After claiming the token, the station may transmit PDUs that are at or
above the present ring service priority level. When it has completed the
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transmissions (or when the THT expires), the station generates a new token.
The priority of the new token is determined as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. MODIFYING THE TOKEN
condition transmit PPP as; transmit RRR as;
no PDUs with Pm>Pr,
or no reservation with
Rr>Pr
the value of Pr
the value of the greater
of Pm or Rr
Pm>Pr or Rr>Pr the value of the greater
of Pm or Rr 000
When the second condition on Table 2 holds, the station that has
raised the service priority of the ring with this procedure, becomes a "stacking
station." From then on it has to monitor the token and lower its priority back
to the old ring priority when suitable. The stacking station stores the old
service priority as Sr and the new (transmitted) service priority as Sx.
The stacking station then claims every token with a priority equal to Sx,
and takes the actions shown in Table 3.






Sx Stack Sr Stacl<










pop Sx pop Sr
When the stacks are finally emptied as a result of stack-operations, the
station discontinues its role as a stacking station.
6. Specification
The operation of the ring is described by finite state machine diagrams
with additional tables and natural-language text supporting the diagrams. This
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method is a type of EFSM method which was reviewed in the second chapter
of this thesis.
There are three FSIVl diagrams used in the standard : Operational FSM
Diagram, Standby Monitor FSM Diagram, and Active Monitor FSM diagram.
These diagrams are reproduced in Appendix B.
Each station on the ring is a "dual FSM." The station may assume only
one of the states in either the standby monitor FSM or the active monitor FSM
at any given time. What makes the station a "dual FSM" is that, when in one
of the following states in monitor FSMs, the station is also in one of the states
In the operational FSM. The states which the station may assume at the same
time with operational FSM are : state2 (INITIALIZE) or state4 (STANDBY) in
standby monitor FSM, or stateO (ACTIVE) in active monitor FSM. When the
station is in one of the other states in monitor FSMs (BYPASS, INSERTED, TX
CL_TK, TX BEACON, TX FILL, TX PURGE), the activity of the operational FSM
is suspended until transition is made to one of the previously mentioned states
(INITIALIZE, STANDBY, ACTIVE) upon which the activity of the operational
FSM is resumed at stateO (REPEAT).
Besides being a dual FSM, each station has two conceptual parts : a
receive-side and a transmit-side. No matter which state the machine is in, the
receive side takes the actions shown in Table 9 on page 48(Appendix B),
according to the received bit stream. (See Appendix A for abbreviations and
mnemonics.)
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IV. PROBLEMS AND AMBIGUITIES
One of the primary purposes of a standard is to make sure the subject is
presented clearly so that everyone using the standard interprets it identically.
When studying the standard, the author has come across some points
which could be interpreted in more than one way, which were not clear, or
which could be better explained. Those stated below are the ones which the
author believes to be of importance.
A. OVERALL SPECIFICATION METHOD
Having studied some past approaches to formal protocol modeling and
specification techniques, the author had expected that protocol modeling for
this standard would follow a traditional approach. Although the method used
in the standard appears to be a type of EFSM technique, this is not formally
specified. Within the time that was devoted to this study, the author has not
identified any source which includes the formal specification of this particular
approach. Thus, any specification rule has to be searched in the standard
itself, and that is not easy as any assumption or rule is established within the
flow of the text whenever required rather than being specified as a whole in a
separate section.
The FSM diagrams used in the standard are hard to grasp and different
than the conventional illustration methods used in automata theory. Another
observation is that the active monitor FSM and the standby monitor FSM have
transitions to each other, which means that they actually are a complete single
FSM. The simplicity gained by showing this single diagram as two separate
diagrams is questionable.
The following sections discuss other problems, some of which result from




Pm is defined as the priority of a queued PDU, which is used as a basis for
priority-operation. However, it is not clear in the standard whether this
variable is kept in a stack or in a register. Pm is not declared as either. If there
is a stack, then when do the values get "pushed" and "popped?" No stack
operation has been defined on Pm. If Pm is kept in a register, then which
PDU's priority does it represent? There may be more than one PDU in the
queue, and the register can hold only one value at a time. Are there separate
registers for each PDU in the queue which hold their Pm values?
C. FSM DIAGRAMS
In the generally accepted FSM notation, the states are shown as circles or
ovals. The transitions are represented by pointed arcs between the states. An
action normally involves a transition to another state (or to the same state),
where the state represents a static situation and does not involve any actions.
The FSM diagrams illustrated in the standard have transitions "hidden" in
most of the states, where they actually are packed into the names given to
those states. One confusing example is discussed below in section C.1.
Even if the "machine" is not changing state, the transition(s) should be
shown as a "loop" to the same state. The idea is to keep the supporting text
as short as possible (without overloading the diagram) so that the user, once
having read the text, can focus on the diagram without the need for referring
the text over and over again. Besides, as required in the standard, in the case
of discrepancy between FSM diagrams/tables and supporting text, the FSM
diagrams/tables are given precedence. (Another reason to have better
diagrams.)
1. Operational FSM : Transmission of PDUs
TransitionOI to statel (TX DATA_FR) is enabled if there is(are) PDU(s)
queued and a token with P>Pm is received. When this condition is satisfied,
the station transmits an SFS and resets the THT and MA_Flag, thus making the
transition to statel.
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By definition, once in statel. the station transmits one or more frames
as long as their Pm values are equal to or greater than the priority of the
captured token (P) and THT has not expired.
However, the FSM does not exactly show this procedure. Looking at
the FSM diagram, one can interpret the procedure as follows: the station
makes the transition to statel by transmitting an SFS and resetting THT and
MA_Flag. Assuming nothing goes wrong, the only possible next transition is
to state2. In order to make that transition, the predicate "PDU_END &
(QUEUE_EMPTY V TEST_THT)" should hold. That is, the condition that
"transmission of PDU^ (which was initiated by transmission of the SFS) is
completed, and the queue is empty or THT will expire before transmission of
another PDU is completed." should be satisfied. In the case where there is a
single PDU in the queue when the transition is made to statel. this transition
will be enabled (PDU_END = TRUE, QUEUE_EMPTY = TRUE) and an EFS will be
transmitted. TRR and l_Flag will be reset; thus the machine will move to state2.
a. Problem 1
Suppose there is more than one PDU in the queue and
transmission of more than one PDU is possible before THT expires. Further,
assume the token has priority P = 4 and PDUs have priorities (Pm = 4.3,2....
etc.). First, the PDU with Pm = 4 will be transmitted. Then the predicate for
transition to state2 will be tested (PDU_END = TRUE. QUEUE_EMPTY = FALSE,
TEST_THT= FALSE): thus transition12 will not be enabled. The machine has
to stay In statel and transmit the next PDU in the queue (Pm = 3 ?). If we put
the diagram aside and refer to the text, we will see that this is not allowed as
only the PDUs with priority Pm>P can be transmitted in this state. Therefore,
the station will stay in statel (doing nothing but testing the predicate) until the
THT expires.
The need for testing Pm>P condition (for each PDU) should be
clearly delineated in the diagram.
4 The term PDU, as used here, refers to the portion of the frame between SFS and EFS.
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b. Problem 2
Consider the above situation again, this time with the queued PDUs
having priorities all at or above the captured token's priority (i.e., priorities are
sufficient for the transmission of more than one PDU ). After the transition to
statel is made and the transmission of the first PDU is completed, the referred
predicate will be tested and again will not be enabled (PDU_END = TRUE,
QUEUE_EMPTY = FALSE, TEST_THT = FALSE). Now, the next PDU satisfies the
condition Pm>P and will be transmitted. Because the transition to state2 is not
made, no EFS for the previous frame has been transmitted. Furthermore, there
is no SFS for the next frame, because the SFS is transmitted only once when
making the transition to statel. The result is transmission of more than one
PDU between a single SFS and a single EFS. Even if it was assumed that the
name "TX DATA_FR" implies the transmission of complete frames, including
an SFS and an EFS, there would still be a duplicate SFS and a duplicate EFS
transmitted when making transitionOI and transition12.
Besides showing the need for the test for Pm>P condition for each
frame, the diagram should further be improved to illustrate that an SFS-EFS
pair is transmitted for each and every frame being transmitted.
2. Operational FSM : Modifying Stacks
When a stacking station receives a token with a priority value equal to
the value of Sx and does not have a PDU with Pm>Sx, it makes the transition
from stateO to state4 (transitionOS). The station does so by transmitting an SFS,
popping Sx, and resetting TRR and SFS_Flag. In state4, the station transmits
"0"s (to prevent the ring from being "idle") while modifying the stacks. Next,
based on the value of Rr, a new token is transmitted and the transition is made
to states. When in stateS, the station transmits fill and waits for the SFS_Flag
to be set (or TRR to expire) upon which the transition is made to stateO.
The procedure here seems rather extended. The question is whether
transmission of SFS is essential, and whether one of the states could be
eliminated.
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3. Active Monitor FSM : Stripping tiie Purge Frames
In the active monitor FSM, transition to statel is from state2 wliere the
station (active monitor) transmits purge frames in order to purge the ring prior
to transmission of a new token. The station moves to statel when the first
purge frame has returned (FR_PURGE (SA = iVlA)). Statel exists "to ensure
that all purge frames have been stripped from the ring before transmitting a
new token."
It is questionable whether the predicate "TRR EXPIRED" is enough to
assure that all the purge frames are stripped from the ring. Note that the
problem "actions hidden in state names" also exists in states 1 and 2.
D. ABORT SEQUENCE
The abort sequence is defined as transmission of a starting delimiter and
an ending delimiter :
SD ED
This sequence is "used for the purpose of terminating the transmission of a
frame prematurely." Should this abort sequence occur out of octet boundaries,
the stations are required to be able to detect it.
There are three specific transitions shown in FSM diagrams, which require
transmission of an abort sequence: transitions 11 and 43 in operational FSM,
and transition02 in active monitor FSM. However, there are no predicates that
utilize the receipt of an abort sequence. That is, the abort sequence is
transmitted, but apparently causes no action.
There is not sufficient information about the receipt of an abort
sequence-except that all the stations should be able to detect it anywhere
within the incoming bit stream. What actions are to be taken upon receipt of
an abort sequence? Further, in the case of transitions 1 1 and 43 of operational
FSM, the station transmitting abort sequence makes the transition to stateO
(REPEAT); then, who will strip this abort sequence off the ring?
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V. SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS
A. OVERALL SPECIFICATION METHOD
The problem is that there is no formal definition of the protocol
specification method used in the standard. If a previously suggested and
formally specified method was not suitable for the purposes of this particular
standard, then the method being used could have been specified in a separate
section or in another publication. That would allow the user to first understand
the methodology and then grasp the functional descriptions of the protocol
with less confusion.
Given the method used, still better results could be achieved by trading
natural-language text with tables and diagrams where possible. Often a table
or diagram can describe a procedure more clearly and concisely than text. As
an example, the "priority operation" explained using text in the standard [Ref.
17: pp.42-43] can be compared to the explanation relying on tables provided
in Chapter Ill-Section C.5 of this thesis.
A suggestion regarding the FSM diagrams is that since the use of
predicate-action notation on the diagram is constrained to space available, the
predicates and actions could be placed in a table supporting the diagram.
Appendix C includes FSM diagrams and action tables, to illustrate how they
might appear. An illustration combining the active monitor FSM and the
standby monitor FSM into a single FSM diagram is also presented in Appendix
C.
Another suggestion concerning the "aesthetics" of the diagrams, is to
avoid leaving actions in the names given to the states. It would make the
diagrams more "self sufficient" if the states were left as static natures and any
action that would not cause a state change was shown as a loop. Most of such
portions of the diagrams are included in the solutions to other problems in the
following sections. To provide an example, the "repeat" action in stateO of the
operational FSM is included here. The fix proposed here is a minor change in
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the "bit flipping loop state table." Since we already have that loop presentation,
a few additions to predicate-action pairs, as illustrated below in Table 4, will
be sufficient for our purposes.
Table 4. CHANGES TO "BIT FLIPPING LOOP STATE TABLE"
Tran-
sition Enabling Predicate Action
02
02A
PDU QUEUED & (FR
(R<Pm) VTK
{P>Pm>R, P ^ Sx ))
SETR = Pm, REPEAT
02B FR_WITH_ERROR SETE = 1, REPEAT
02C DA
= MA (ADDRESS
RECOGNIZED) SET A = 1, REPEAT
02D FR_COPIED SET = 1. REPEAT
02E OTHERS REPEAT
B. PDU PRIORITIES
The first question related with Pm is that it is not clear which PDU's priority
it holds. Among the queued PDUs. the station would normally transmit the one
with the highest priority first. Thus the Pm value used when reserving and
using the token should hold a value which is equal to the priority of the PDU
with the highest priority in the queue. This should not be left to users' intuition.
Another problem is whether the variable Pm is kept in a stack or a register.
Using a stack seems impractical. It would require extra logic operations which
otherwise would not be performed. The idea of a register on the other hand,
raises the question as to when this register gets updated. Whenever a PDU is
queued, its priority should be compared with the Pm value in the register; if
the priority of the new PDU is greater than Pm, then this new (higher) value
should be stored as Pm.
A still better way to avoid these questions could be stating that "the
memory management scheme of the station shall be provided in such a way
that the PDU with the highest priority shall be at the head of the PDU-queue,
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the priority value of that PDU shall be used as Pm when making the necessary
logic comparisons."
C. FSM DIAGRAMS
1. Solution 1 (Operational FSM)
Figure 8 illustrates how the test for Pm>P condition for each PDU can








Figure 8, Partial FSM Diagram (Solution 1)
Here, the only change made to the original diagram Is a loop which
shows the transmission of PDUs, and numbered as "12A." The predicate for
this transition is " PDU_END & (Pm>P) & PDU_QUEUED & (-.TEST_THT)/' and
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the transition is taken by transmitting the PDU (TX_PDU). By this illustration
it is more clearly seen that the condition Pm>P is tested whenever a PDU is
to be transmitted. However, the problem with multiple PDUs between a single
SFS-EFS pair is still there. The next section proposes an improvement with use
of additional states, which could provide a solution to this problem.
2. Solution 2 (Operational FSM)
The use of additional states (see Figure 9) can help clarify the illus-
tration and avoid the interpretation that more than one PDU can be sent be-









Figure 9. Partial FSM Diagram (Solution 2)
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Table 5. PARTIAL ACTION TABLE (SOLUTION 2)
Tran-
sition Enabling Predicate Action
01 PDU_QUEUED & TK(P<Pm) RESET(THT, MA_FLAG)
1A1 TRUE SFS(P = Pr, M = R = 0)
1B1 ^PDU_END TXPDU
1B2 (Pm > P) & PDU END &(-.TEST_THT) EFS(I = 1, E = A = C = 0)
1B3 PDU END & (QUEUE EMPTY V(Pm<P) VTEST_THT)
EFS(I= E= A= C= 0), RESET
(TRR, l_FLAG)
Note: When queue is empty, the comparison (Pm > P) shall return the value
"false."
To trace this portion of the diagram, assume there are PDUs
Pm = 5,4,3,1 with a captured token P = 4. Suppose THT will allow transmission
of all these PDUs, provided that other conditions are satisfied. TransitionOI
will be enabled (PDU_QUEUED = TRUE, TK(P<Pm) = TRUE), and the machine
will move to statelA. The predicate for transitionlAI is always true, that is
when in statelA transition to statelB will be made immediately by
transmission of an SFS.
In StatelB, the transmission of the PDU (Pm = 5) will be made taking the
transition-IBI. When the PDU is completely transmitted, PDU_END will
become true and transition-IBI will be disabled. Now, the predicates for
transitions 1B2 and IBS will be tested. TransitionlBS can not be taken
(QUEUE_EMPTY = FALSE). Predicate for transition1B2 is enabled
(PDU_END = TRUE, Pm>P = TRUE, ^TEST_THT = TRUE). Thus an EFS (with
1 = 1, E = A = C = 0) will be transmitted and the machine will move to statelA.
From StatelA, an SFS will be transmitted taking transitionlAI, and the
PDU (Pm = 4) will be transmitted by taking the transitionlBI. When
transmission is completed, again the predicates for transitions 1B2 and IBS
will be tested. This time, the predicate for 1B2 is disabled ((Pm = S)>(P = 4)
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= FALSE), and the predicate 1B3 is enabled ( (Pnn = 3) < (P = 4) = TRUE ). The
EFS (with l = E = A = C = 0) will be transmitted and the machine will move to
state2.
3. Modifying the Stacks (Operational FSIVI)
The stack operations performed during the process include
• pop Sx (transitionOS)
• stack Sx (transition41) or pop Sr (transition42).
The rest of this discussion is based on the answer (or assumption) to
the question "how long does it take a station to modify the stacks?" Modifying
a stack simply requires the change of a pointer which points to some location
in the memory, and in the case of a push operation an addition to that is a
"write" operation. Assuming that the time required for that is trivial and the
ring can tolerate the gap in transmission, the new token can be transmitted
immediately without changing the bit stream to an SFS. This would eliminate
state4 and states, and there would be two transitions (from stateO looping back
to itself) for stack modification purposes, which would be similar to transitions
41 and 42 (transitionOS merged into those).
It appears, however, that the time needed to complete the stack
operation is more than the ring can tolerate. There is still a question
concerning the transmission of an SFS which later needs to be stripped, as to
why it is not possible to transmit fill (or zeros) without an SFS, and transmit the
new token when ready. Since the SD and part of the AC is already repeated
before P = Sx can be detected, and thus an SFS can not be avoided; the
question may be rephrased as "could the station just abort the old token, and
transmit fill (or zeros) until the new token can be transmitted?"
The answer to that question seems to be related with TVX (Timer, Valid
Transmission) and TNT (Timer, No Token). Leaving the ring without a token (or
frame) for a certain amount of time might cause the TNT to expire, and standby
monitors to take action. TNT (which actually is TRR + n THT, /? = maximum
number of stations) is not likely to expire before the station releases the new
token--we are talking about not less than a 200ms of time in a maximum length
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ring, which should be large enough when compared with execution speed of
a processor at ns level. As for TVX, a similar reasoning is possible. TVX time-
out value is the sum of THT and TRR timeout values. It can readily be observed
from the operational FSM diagram that TRR timeout value alone gives enough
time to the station to modify the stacks and release the new token-note that
TRR is reset when taking transitionOS and is considered to expire only after the
transmission of the token, which is in transition51, and even in that case the
strip may not be completed. Therefore it appears there should be no concern
about aborting the old token and transmitting fill bits (regarding TNT or TVX).
A solution could be proposed to eliminate stateS as illustrated in Fig-
ure 10. This would also eliminate the need for an SFS_Flag ; as transitions 03






Figure 10. Partial FSM Diagram (Elimination of StateS)
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Table 6. PARTIAL ACTION TABLE (ELIMINATION OF STATES)
Tran-
sition Enabling Predicate Action
03
(QUEUE EMPTY V
(PDU QUEUED) & Pm<Sx )) &
TK (P = Sx)
TX ABORT (1 = 0), POP Sx,
RESET (TRR, l_FLAG)
41 Rr>Sr TK (P
= Rr, M = R = 0), STACK
Sx = P
41A ^TOKEN_READY TX ZEROS
42 Rr < Sr
TK (P = Sr, M = 0, R = Rr), POP
Sr
43 TOKEN_ERROR STACK Sx = P
Note, however, that this solution is closely dependant on the function
of the abort sequence. This point has led to the discussion of the abort
sequence in the next section. As a result, it seems that the transmitted SFS
and abort sequence have to be stripped off the ring for reasons discussed with
abort sequence.
Given the above facts, it still is possible to eliminate the SFS_Flag and
states. Since state3 is serving a purpose similar to stateS, by utilizing l_Flag;
transitions from state4 can be made to state3, provided that the I bit in the ED
of the abort sequence is transmitted as "0" and l_Flag is reset when taking
transitionOS. This approach is illustrated in Figure 11 on page 40.
4. Stripping the Purge Frames (Active Monitor FSIVI)
The problem here is two-fold. First, does "TRR EXPIRED" take care of
all the purge frames that were transmitted? Secondly, why should the station
wait for the TRR to expire even if all the purge frames are received back before
the TRR expires?
Apparently the time-out value of TRR is assumed to leave enough time
to strip the purge frames. There still is a need to show the actions in states 1
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Figure 11. Partial FSM Diagram (Elimination of State5--final)
Table 7. PARTIAL ACTION TABLE (ELIMINATION OF STATES-FINAL)
Tran-
sition Enabling Predicate Action
03
(QUEUE EMPTY V
(PDU QUEUED) & Pm<Sx )) &
TK (P = Sx)
TX ABORT (1 = 0), POP Sx, RE-
SET (TRR, l_FLAG)
31 l_FLAG SET V TRR_EXPIRED
31A (-ij FLAG SET) &(^TRR_EXPIRED) TX FILL
41 Rr>Sr TK (P
= Rr, M = R = 0), STACK
Sx = P
41A -nTOKEN_READY TX ZEROS
42 Rr < Sr
TK (P = Sr, M = 0, R = Rr). POP
Sr
43 TOKEN_ERROR STACK Sx = P
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The procedure here can be improved by taking an approach similar to
the one used for PDU transmission in operational FSM. Figure 12 illustrates
a solution for this issue.
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Figure 12. Improvement of Active Monitor FSM
Transitions 02 and 03 are the same as they are in the original diagram
except the addition of "RESET MA_FLAG" to the actions. MA_Flag is used here
to assure that at least one purge frame will be transmitted before the station
moves to statel. State2 is divided Into two states (2A and 2B). When in
state2A, transition2A1 will be taken immediately by transmitting an SFS for the
purge frame. In state2B, purge frame is transmitted by taking transition2B1.
After completion of the transmission, if MA_Flag is not set and TNT has
not expired, an EFS (with 1 = 1) is transmitted; and the station moves to state2A
to start another purge frame. When transmission of a frame is completed (in
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state2B) and MA_Flag is set, the station transmits an EPS (with 1 = 0), resets
TNT and l_Flag, and moves to statel.
Table 8. PARTIAL ACTION TABLE (ACTIVE MONITOR)
Tran-
sition Enabling Predicate Action
11 l_FLAG SET V TRR_EXPIRED
TK (P = Rr, M = R = 0), RESET
(TVX, TAM), QUEUE AMP PDU,
STACK (Sx = P, Sr = 0), MSI
11A (^1 FLAG SET) &(^TRR_EXPIRED) TX FILL
2A1 TRUE SFS
2B1 (^ FR END) & (^ MA FLAG
SET) & (-, TNT_EXPIRED) TX FRAME
2B2 FR_END & MA_FLAG SET EFS (l = E = A = C = 0)
283 FR END & (-1 MA FLAG SET) &
(-1 TNT_EXPIRED) EFS (1 = 1, E = A = C = 0)
In statel, fill bits are transmitted via transitionllA until the I_Flag is set
(all transmitted frames are stripped) or TRR has expired; upon which the
station releases a new token taking transitionll.
D. ABORT SEQUENCE
There are two questions related to abort sequence. The first one is what
actions are to be taken upon receipt of an abort sequence, and the second one
is which station removes the abort sequence off the ring.
Observing the operational FSM it is seen that the abort sequence is
transmitted by a station which has previously captured the token and is in a
transmit-state (as opposed to repeat). Since transmitting the abort sequence
takes that station to repeat state, and since no token will be present on the
ring, all the stations will be in their repeat-state. Thus the answer to the first
question is that the action to be taken upon receipt of an abort sequence is to
repeat it to the next station. (This problem does not exist when a frame is
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aborted by transition02 of active monitor FSM, as the station (active monitor)
aborting the frame moves to a transmit-state.)
The second question is related to stripping the abort sequence. When the
FSM diagrams are inspected, it is seen that one of the two possible things may
happen. The first possibility is that a pure SD-ED pair will cause the TVX to
expire since TVX is reset only when a token or frame with M bit of the AC field
equal to zero is received. When the TVX expires, the active monitor will take
transitionOS and eventually transmit a new token. Another possibility is that the
abort sequence might come following an SFS (as opposed to pure SD-ED) and
thus have an AC field. The first time it is repeated by the active monitor the
M bit will be set, and the second reception of this bit stream by the active
monitor will enable transition02 of active monitor FSM; thus the active monitor
will again release a new token when appropriate.
These aspects of the abort sequence could have been included In its
definition (i.e., "Transmission of an abort sequence causes the active monitor
to purge the ring and release a new token,")
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis studies the formal protocol specification and analysis
techniques with an emphasis on a recently written protocol standard. A brief
discussion of protocol specification techniques is provided. The token ring
access method is reviewed both in general form and the way it Is specified in
the IEEE Standard 802.5.
Some problems found with the standard are stated and possible solutions
to those are suggested. The FSM illustrations are found to be inadequate in
that they might lead to misinterpretations. Three such problems with the
operational FSM related to PDU transmissions and one with the active monitor
FSM concerning transmission and strip of the purge frames are discussed and
improvements are suggested. Other minor problems with the definitions of
PDU priorities and the abort sequence are also presented.
Towards the improvement of FSM illustrations, use of action tables
supporting the diagrams is suggested and examples are provided.
The major concern is the specification method used in the standard. Most
of the problems (or questions that potential users might ask) are a result of the
method being used. This method is a combination of extended automata and
natural-language text. A formal definition is not available for this method, and
is not likely to be established given the complexity arising from the use of the
natural-language. When the wide spectrum of the users is considered, it is not
possible to have a clear specification that would address all the users with this
method.
The problems pointed out in this thesis could be of vital importance to the
proper use of the standard. They also indicate probable reasons to consider
other specification techniques in the future standards, if not in the current
ones.
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Potential research subjects in this area include the following:
Development of a formally specified model.
Specification of the Token Ring Protocol using a previously suggested
formal specification method.
Analysis of the protocol with this new specification.
Study of the current protocol with a validation of the findings of this thesis.
Similar studies with other protocols and standards.
Application issues related to implementation or use of particular network
products to specific communications needs; studying the options and
selection criteria along with maintenance/expansion/management issues
of the selected technology.
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APPENDIX A. ABBREVIATIONS AND MNEMONICS USED IN THE STANDARD
A = Address-Recognized Bit
AMP = Active Monitor Present
BCN = Beacon
C = Frame Copied Bit
CL = Claim
DA = Destination Address
DAT = Duplicate Address Test
E = Error Detected Bit
ED = Ending Delimiter
EPS = End-of-Frame Sequence
PR = Frame
PS = Frame Status (field)
I = Intermediate Frame Bit
M = Monitor Bit
MA = My (station's) Address
MSI = MA_STATUS. indication
NMT = Network Management
P = Priority (of the AC)
PDU = Protocol Data Unit
Pm = PDU Priority
Pr = Last Priority Value Received
PRG = Purge
R = Reservation (of the AC)
Rr = Last Reservation Value Received
RUA = Received Upstream Neighbor's Address
SA = Source Address
SFS = Start-of-Frame Sequence
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SMP = Standby Monitor Present
Sr = Highest Staci^ed Received Priority
SUA = Stored Upstream Neighbor's Address
Sx = Highest Stacked Transmitted Priority
TAM = Timer, Active Monitor
THT = Timer, Holding Token
TK = Token
TNT = Timer, No Token
TQP = Timer, Queue PDU
TRR = Timer, Return to Repeat
TSM = Timer, Standby Monitor
TVX = Timer, Valid Transmission
TX = Transmit
TK(P = x, l\/l = y, R = z) = Token with P = x, M = y, and R = z
FR(P = x, l\/l = y, R = z) = Frame with P = x, M = y, and R = z
& = AND
-1 = Boolean Not
V = OR
/ = the greater of
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APPENDIX B. FSM DIAGRAMS AND TABLES USED IN THE STANDARD
Table 9. RECEIVE ACTION TABLE
Received Action
REPORT FRAME STATUS MSI
TK(P<Sx) CLEAR STACKS
SA = MA SET MA_FLAG
TOKEN V FRAME STORE (Pr, Rr)
1 = SET l_FLAG
SFS SET SFS_FLAG
FR (SA = MA, RUA ^ SUA) MSI
Properties of a frame:
1. Is bounded by a valid SD and ED
2. Has the E bit equal to
3. Is an integral number of octets in length
4. Is composed of only and 1 bits between the SD and ED
5. Has the FF bits of the FC field equal to 00 or 01
6. Has a valid FCS
7. Has a minimum of 10 (16 bit addressing) or 18 (48 bit addressing)




• 1 & 2 & (^3 V -.4 V (5 & -^6) V (5 & -.7))
Figure 13. Properties of a Frame, and "Report Frame" Conditions
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STATE : REPEAT STATE 1 : TX DATA ER
PDU QUEUED t TK(PSPii<)
01-
SFS(P = Pr,ri = R:0), RESET (THT, MA_FIAG)
TOKEN ERROR V FB PRG V FR BCN V PR CI IK V STATION ERROR
-11
TX ABORT
BfT FLIPPING LOOP PDU END I (OUEUE EMPTY V TEST TUT)
02-




EFS(I=E=A=C=0), RESET (IRR,I_FL AG)
STATE 2 t TX FILL t AWAIT MA
r
STATE 3 : TX Fill t STRIP FRAMES








MA FLAG SET I Pr<Rr/Pm I Pr>Sx
• <-
-31'<-
TK(P =Rr/Pm,M = R = 0), ST ACK( Sr :Pr
,
Sx=P )
MA_FLAG SET t Pr<Rr/Pni t Pr=Sx
















TX ABORT, STACK Sk=P
(OUEUE EMPTY V (PDU QUEUED t Pm<Sx)) t TK(P=Sx)
-<i3
->•
5FS(P-Pr,M=R:0). POP Sx , RESET (TRR. SFS FLAG)




































OlA TK(P>0,tl:0) V FR(P = ANY,ri = 0) SET n=l. RESET TVX
OIB TK(P:0,M-0) RESET TVX




FR ABORT. RESET TNT
TVX EXPIRED
FR_AMP(SA<MA) V FR_PRG
V FR_Cl_TK V FR_BCH
DEIETE LArEHCY_BUFFER,











RESET (TNT. TSM), MSI
22
Figure 16. Active Monitor FSM Diagram
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FR AMP V FR PRG
STATE 2 : INITIALIZE
13- ->•
MSI QUEUE DAT_PDU. RESET TSM
TSM EXPIRED V FR BCN V FR DAT ( DArMA , A<0
)
MSI





RESET (INI, TSM), QUEUE SMP_PDU, MSI
-21
-22






<12A FR BCN RESET (TNT, TSM), MSI
<.2B FR CL TK V FR PRG V TOKEN RESET TNT
<.2C FR SMP(A,C=0) RESET TQP, SUA^SA
<i?D FR AMP(A,C=0) RESET (TQP, TSM), SUA-SA
<i2E FR AnP(A,C;!0) RESET TSM
^
"iSF TQP EXPIRES QUEUE SMP_PDli
FR CL TK(SA>MA) V FR BEACON( 5A*MA ) V FR PURGE
31
RESET (TNT, TSM). MSI
FR ECN(SA*MA)
STATE 5 : TX BEACON














ADD LATENCY BUFFER, RESET INT
-32
-35
Figure 17. Standby Monitor FSM Diagram
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t;-! fill & mu m
T,{ Fill 5 STRIP ME
T!-! ZEROS s HOD STACKS
Ti^ Fill 6 STRIP SFS
Figure 18. Operational FSM Diagram
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Table 10. ACTION TABLE (OPERATIONAL FSM)
Tran-
sition Enabling Predicate Action






TK(P>Pm>R, P ^ Sx))
SETR = Pm
02B FR_WITH_ERROR SETE = 1
02C DA
= MA (ADDRESS
RECOGNIZED) SET A = 1
02D FR_COPIED SET = 1
03
(QUEUE EMPTY V
(PDU QUEUED & Pm<Sx)) &
TK(P = Sx)
SFS(P = Pr, M = R = 0),
RESET(TRR, SFS_FLAG)
11
TOKEN ERROR V FR PRG V




PDU END & (QUEUE EMPTY V
TEST_THT)
EFS(I= E= A= C= 0), RESET
(TRR, l_FLAG)
21 MA_FLAG SET & Pr > Rr/Pm TK(P = Pr. M = 0, R = Rr/Pm)
22
MA_FLAG SET & Pr< Rr/Pm &
Pr>Sx
TK(P= Rr/Pm, M = R = 0).
STACK( Sr = Pr, Sx = P)
23
MA FLAG SET & Pr< Rr/Pm &
Pr = Sx
TK(P= Rr/Pm. M = R = 0), POP
Sx, STACK Sx = P
24 TRR_EXPIRED MSI
31 l_FLAG SET V TRR_EXPIRED
41 Rr>Sr TK(P = Rr, M = R = 0). STACK
Sx = P
42 Rr < Sr
TK(P = Sr, M = 0, R = Rr), POP
Sr
43 TOKEN_ERROR TX ABORT, STACK Sx = P
































SlfilE 3 -- TH CLJK
STRNDBVSTRTE ^
STATE 5 -- Tfi BERC
Figure 19. Standby Monitor FSM Diagram
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Table 11. ACTION TABLE (STANDBY MONITOR FSM)
Tran-
sition Enabling Predicate Action
01 INSERT RESET TSM
11 TSM EXPIRED RESET TNT, MSI
12 FR_BCN MSI
13 FR_AMP V FR_PRG QUEUE DAT_PDU, RESET TSM
21
TSM EXPIRED V FR BCN V
FR_DAT (DA = MA, A 7^ 0) MSI
22 FR_DAT(DA = MA, A = 0) RESET (TNT, TSM), QUEUESMP_PDU. MSI
31
FR CL TK (SA>MA) V FR BCN
(SA ^ MA) V FR_PRG RESET (TNT, TSM). MSI
32 TNT_EXPIRED RESET TSM
33
FR CL TK (SA = MA,
RUA = SUA)
ADD LATENCY BUFFER, RESET
TNT
41 (TNT V TSM) EXPIRED RESET TNT, MSI
42
42A FR_BCN RESET (TNT, TSM), MSI
42B FR CL TK V FR PRG VTOKEN RESET TNT
42C FR_SMP (A. C = 0) RESET TQP, SUA = SA
42D FR_AMP (A. C = 0) RESET (TQP. TSM). SUA = SA
42E FR_AMP (A, C 7^ 0) RESET TSM
42 F TQP EXPIRED QUEUE SMP_PDU
51 FR_BCN (SA y^ MA) RESET (TNT, TSM), MSI
52 FR_BCN (SA = MA) RESET TNT. MSI


















Figure 20. Active Monitor FSM Diagram
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Table 12. ACTION TABLE (ACTIVE MONITOR FSM)
Tran-
sition Enabling Predicate Action
01
01A TK(P>0, M = 0) V
FR(P = ANY, M = 0) SET M
= 1, RESET TVX
01B TK(P = 0. M = 0) RESET TVX
01C TAM EXPIRED QUEUE AMP_PDU, RESET TAM
01D FR_SMP (A, C = 0) SUA = SA
02 TK(M = 1) V FR(M = 1) FR_ABORT, RESET TNT
03 TVX EXPIRED RESET TNT
04 FR AMP (SA ^ MA) V FR PRG
V FR_CL_TK V FR_BCN
DELETE LATENCY BUFFER,
RESET (TNT, TSM). MS!
11 TRR EXPIRED
TK(P = Rr. M = R = 0), RESET
(TVX. TAM), QUEUE AMP PDU,
STACK (Sx = P. Sr = 0), MSI
21 FR_PRG (SA = MA) RESET TRR














STATE 5 : eiVE «
STfiTE 6 : Til BEflOU^
STfiTE ( -- Til PURGE «
STATE fl : Tf! nil «
* : Stfllion flctive Monitor
Figure 21. Combined Monitor FSM Diagram
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Table 13. ACTION TABLE (COMBINED MONITOR FSM)
Tran-
sition Enabling Predicate Action
01 INSERT RESET TSM
11 TSM EXPIRED RESET TNT, MSI
12 FR_BCN MSI
13 FR_AMP V FR_PRG QUEUE DAT_PDU, RESET TSM
21
TSM EXPIRED V FR BCN V
FR_DAT(DA = MA, A ^ 0) MSI
22 FR_DAT (DA = MA. A = 0) RESET (TNT, TSM), QUEUESMP_PDU, MSI
31
FR CL TK (SA>MA) V FR BCN
(SA # MA) V FR_PRG RESET (TNT, TSM), MSI
32 TNT_EXPIRED RESET TSM
33
FR CL TK (SA = MA,
RUA = SUA)
ADD LATENCY BUFFER, RESET
TNT
41 (TNT V TSM) EXPIRED RESET TNT, MSI
42
42A FR_BCN RESET (TNT, TSM), MSI
42B FR CL TK V FR PRG VTOKEN RESET TNT
42C FR_SMP (A, C = 0) RESET TQP, SUA = SA
42D FR_AMP (A, C = 0) RESET (TQP, TSM), SUA = SA
42E FR_AMP (A. C 7^ 0) RESET TSM
42 F TQP EXPIRED QUEUE SMP_PDU
51
51A TK(P>0, M = 0) V
FR(P = ANY. M = 0) SET M
= 1, RESET TVX
51B TK(P = 0, M = 0) RESET TVX
51C TAM EXPIRED QUEUE AMP_PDU, RESET TAM
51D FR_SMP (A, C = 0) SUA = SA
52 TK(M = 1) VFR(M = 1) FR_ABORT, RESET TNT
53 TVX EXPIRED RESET TNT
54 FR
AMP (SA ^ MA) V FR PRO
V FR_CL_TK V FR_BCN
DELETE LATENCY BUFFER,
RESET (TNT. TSM). MSI
59
61 FR_BCN (SA ^ MA) RESET (TNT, TSM), MSI
62 FR_BCN (SA = MA) RESET TNT, MSI
63 TSM EXPIRED MSI, RESET TSM
71 FR_PRG (SA = MA) RESET TRR
72 TNT EXPIRED DELETE LATENCY BUFFER,RESET (TNT, TSM), MSI
81 TRR EXPIRED
TK(P = Rr, M = R = 0), RESET
(TVX, TAM), QUEUE AMP PDU,
STACK (Sx = P, Sr = 0), MSI
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